
Best of both worlds!
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LITTLE BUDDY
ATTACHMENT

Want the ability to drive big 
posts and T-posts at any 
given time? 

We have the solution! Our T-Rex 
350E mounts onto the side of the 
750R, 1000E and 1500E, giving you 
the option of conveniently driving 
big posts and T-posts without 
switching attachments. 

The Little Buddy can easily be added 
onto your Montana Post Driver with 
very little time and hassle. 

The check valves included in the 
Little Buddy kit in the hydraulic 

lines, allow your post driver to operate by 
running your hydraulic switch in one direction 
and the T-Rex to operate by running your 
hydraulic switch in the opposite direction.

www.montanapostdriver.com
800-330-1937   |  Gold Creek, Montana
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✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ $2,750 5-20 1300 700-1200 4 3/8”

T-REX 350E Little Buddy
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Supplied Parts
(1) T-REX 350E (Little Buddy)
(1) Little Buddy Mounting Plate
(2) 3/8” Hoses
(3) 3/4 × 4” Bolts with nuts and washers
(3) 5/8 × 2” Bolts with nuts and washers
(2) Check Valves
(2) Tees

Remove bottom 3 mounting bolts from 
side of post driver opposite the hoses, 
and bolt Little Buddy mounting plate to 
driver with 3- 3/4 × 4” bolts.

Remove both hoses/elbows 
from driver. 

Remove hydraulic fitting from out port of 
driver and replace with check valve. 

Add 2 hydraulic 
tee fittings.

Install Little Buddy 3/8” hoses. Hose coming from in port 
on T-Rex goes to out port on driver. Hose coming from 
out port on T-Rex goes to in port on driver.

Attach hoses/elbows to the tee. Hose with female 
quick coupler attaches to tee on out port. Hose 
with male quick coupler attaches to tee on in port.
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LITTLE BUDDY
Mounting Instructions


